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Thank you all for coming today.  I’m Kyoko Yoshinaga, a Visiting Fellow from Japan at 

the Information Society Project here at the Law School. 

 

More than a month has passed since a major earthquake hit northeastern Japan followed by 

a nearly 80 foot tall
1
 tsunami. 

 

After the earthquake, being the only Japanese fellow at the Law School at the moment, I 

was working to sort out how the Yale Law School and I could help with the Japan relief 

efforts, and in this connection, I was consulting with the Office of Student Affairs, Student 

Representatives, and the Asia Pacific American Law Students Association (APALSA) and 

the Yale Information Society Project at the Law School.  Student Representatives and 

APALSA exerted great effort in fund-raising and I am grateful for it.  Also, I would like to 

thank all the people who were involved in making today’s talk possible and offering me this 

great opportunity to give a talk within my research area. 

 

So today, I would like to review those information technologies that worked and those that 

did not work on and following the disaster as well as how people used social media in 

creative ways at that time.  Finally, I will consider regulatory changes and technological 

innovations that might foster more effective implementation of social media during future 

times of crisis. 

 

My talk will focus primarily on the how we might exploit IT and social media in 

preparation for possible future disasters.  Not only in Japan, but also even in Northeast 

                                                   
1
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U.S. Although here we do not have as high a frequency of earthquakes as in California, 

the Northeast has experienced damaging earthquakes in the past; the Pilgrims felt their first 

earthquake in 1638.
2
 

 

Moreover, I would like to introduce “Japan” to you from an IT perspective. 

 

 

0. Facts 

 

The earthquake hit at 2:46 p.m. on March 11th, the day we have taken to calling 3-11 on 

analogy with America’s 9-11.  This was the biggest earthquake ever to be recorded in 

Japanese history.  It was measured to have a magnitude of 9.0
3
 – 1,000 times larger in 

energy than the Loma Prieta earthquake in California in October 1989 which had a 

magnitude of 6.9.
4
 The epicenter was in the Pacific 45 miles off the Tohoku shore. The 

Kanto area was also hit hard. 

 

Japan is a country with many earthquakes, so we are somewhat used to it and are trained in 

earthquake-preparedness from childhood.  We are taught, for instance, to hide under a 

desk with a cushioned hat over our head and the buildings are built quite strong.  But the 

earthquake was too huge this time and it was the tsunami that caused such a great 

catastrophe.  The tsunami was so high --nearly 80 foot-tall -- that it went over the breakers 

and swept away houses, municipal buildings, ships and light aircraft.  Many people in the 

coastal areas lost their lives.  As of April 19th, 14,001 bodies have been recovered,
5
 but 

around 13,660 are still missing.
6
  In addition, the tsunami caused nuclear power plants to 

malfunction which led to a nuclear radiation incident. Even now, there are still aftershocks 

hitting Japan. 

 

1. Which Information Communications Technologies worked and which did not 

work? 

                                                   
2
 http://www.nesec.org/hazards/earthquakes.cfm 

3
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4
 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/nca/1989/ 

5
 http://www.npa.go.jp/archive/keibi/biki/higaijokyo.pdf 

6
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At the time of Natural Disaster, which Information Technologies worked and which didn't 

work? 

 

The earthquake hit at 2:46 p.m., still early in the afternoon on a Friday. 

 

・Cell phones 

Many people tried to call their family and friends on their cell phones. As of 2010, the 

penetration rate of cell phones was 92.4 % of households in Japan according to a Cabinet 

office survey and this does not include single persons not living within a family household.
7
 

Even about a third of elementary school kids have cell phones.
8
  But people could not get 

through to their family and friends on cell phones even if the calls were placed from outside 

the affected areas.  

There are several reasons for this. Some cell towers failed, and some may have actually 

been swept out to sea by the tsunami.  Some transmission lines that used fiber optics broke. 

Due to the blackout that ensued, some cell towers exhausted their back-up batteries power 

supply, and stopped providing power altogether.  As of 5PM the next day, 6,720 cell 

towers were damaged throughout Japan, with a total of 4,900 cell towers damaged in the 

Northeast alone.
9
  However, the major reason that cell phone service was interrupted, was 

that the massive number of people trying to place calls to family and friends at once 

overwhelmed the system.  Many cell phone companies such as NTT DOCOMO, KDDI 

and SoftBank had to limit general service (voice calls) on congested networks to guarantee 

necessary bandwidth for emergency management users.
10

  NTT DOCOMO restricted up 

to 80-90 percent of voice calls.
11

 Also, carriers limited mail services so e-mails sent from 

cell phones did not work.  Only web-based e-mails were successfully sent.  Even where 

cell phones worked, many people’s batteries just ran down, and the convenience stores, 

which normally sell cell batteries, ran out. 

 

                                                   
7
 http://www.esri.cao.go.jp/jp/stat/shouhi/2010/1003honbun.pdf 

8
 http://research.goo.ne.jp/database/data/000711/ 

9
 

http://www.nikkei.com/tech/personal/article/g=96958A9C93819499E3E0E2E0988DE3E0E2E6E0E2E3
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10

 http://itpro.nikkeibp.co.jp/article/COLUMN/20070829/280582/ 
11
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・Landline phones 

The same things held true for landline phones.  Wired lines did not work because some 

switching stations were damaged by the earthquake and carriers limited voice calls, so, 

again, telephone companies maintained service only for emergency management 

locations.
12

 

 

・Public Phones 

In Eastern Japan, NTT, which owns the public phones, allowed anyone to use their public 

phones at no charge in the Eastern part of Japan, which was affected by the earthquake.
13

  

But because so many people have their own cell phones nowadays, actually public phones 

have decreased by 60% in the last decade.
14

  It’s hard to find a public phone any longer, so 

many people had to line up for the few public phones left, like you see in this picture.
15

 

 

・TV 

Although TV was the most popular source for people to get information after the 

earthquake happened, for places where there was a blackout, TVs didn’t work. 

By the way, if you have a cell phone that can watch TV like this, then you can watch TV. 

You talk on the phone like this and when you want to watch TV, you can just turn the 

screen around.  But again this works IF you have enough battery. 

 

・Radio 

Radios with enough battery worked well during the power failure.  It showed that the 

radios remain important in times of disaster.  People in the most devastated area who had 

no electricity relied upon radios.  

 

・Internet 

Surprisingly, internet services survived the earthquake and tsunami.  They didn’t even 

blink.  One reason for this could be that undersea cables remained relatively untouched by 

the quake, unlike the earthquake in Taiwan in 2006 which resulted in a large number of 

                                                   
12

 Id. 
13

 Id. 
14

 http://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/whitepaper/ja/h22/html/me432300.html 
15

 Supra note 11. 
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major cable breaks.
16

  So, many Japanese turned to Web access for information. 

Web-based e-mails such as Google, Hotmail and Yahoo were available. 

 

・Skype, Viber 

Skype and Viber, which rely upon transmission of packet data, continued to work without 

interruption, however, provided the user was able to maintain power to his or her computer 

or smartphone. 

 

・Social networks such as Twitter or Facebook 

Social networks such as Twitter and Facebook were unaffected by the disaster, so I know a 

lot of friends who actually said they used Twitter and Facebook to find their families and 

friends. People were reported to be relying to Twitter, Facebook and Skype to 

communicate. 

 

Many special services were set up immediately after the earthquake.  

 

For example, 

 

・“Disaster Emergency Message Dial” 

Carriers opened up a “Disaster Emergency Message Dial” where you could leave a 

message from phones.  Disaster Emergency Message Dial is a voice message board that is 

provided when a disaster such as an earthquake or volcanic eruption occurs, and is required 

when communication traffic to the disaster-stricken area increases and it is difficult to get 

through.
17

 (Regardless of which cell phone carrier you were with, you could leave a 

message from your cell phone or PC. ) 

For example, for NTT’s service, it worked like this: You would dial “171.”  (In Japanese, 

171 sounds like the word for missing or absent, inai.)  Then, you would dial 1 and then 

your home phone number and record a message telling the recipient that you were alright 

and giving your whereabouts.  Many hopeful people were checking for such messages by 

                                                   
16

 

http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9214358/Japan_s_Internet_largely_intact_after_earthquake_tsu

nami 
17

 http://www.ntt-east.co.jp/saigai_e/voice171/ 
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dialing 171 followed by 2 and then the home phone number to check the message.
18

 

 

・“Disaster Message Board Service” 

Or you could also leave a question about a person’s status or confirm a status at the Disaster 

Message Board Service. This service allows callers to leave up to ten text messages when 

an earthquake occurs with a seismic intensity of at least 6.0.  When an earthquake with a 

seismic intensity of 6-lower or greater, or other major disaster occurs, the area in which the 

disaster occurs can post messages.
19

 

 

・“YouTube Missing Person Finder Channel”
20

 

YouTube launched a special Missing Person Finder Channel with video messages from the 

shelters and those affected by the quake, with the help of TBS and ANN news.  It was the 

latest social media effort dedicated to helping victims reconnect with or locate their loved 

ones. 

 

・“Google Person Finder”
21

 

Immediately after the earthquake struck, within 2 hours, Google launched a 

Japanese-language “Google Person Finder” tool on their site (for some time).  That tool 

allowed people to check on missing persons or provide information about their own status. 

 

・“Google Crisis Response”
22

 have many useful information about shelter, transit status, 

blackout information and so on. 

 

Also, the ICRC, or International Committee of the Red Cross, opened a “FamilyLinks”
23

 

website where people could register their status or add a name to the searching list and find 

the person.  Translations were available for six languages so many foreigners were using 

this service. 

 

There are many more and, unfortunately, I do not have time to introduce them all here. 

                                                   
18

 http://www.ntt-east.co.jp/saigai_e/voice171/images/manual.pdf 
19

 http://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/disaster/ 
20

 http://www.youtube.com/user/shousoku 
21

 http://japan.person-finder.appspot.com/ 
22

 http://www.google.co.jp/intl/en/crisisresponse/japanquake2011.html 
23
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By the way, some of the biggest U.S. phone and cable providers allowed U.S. customers to 

reach out for free to people in Japan for about a month.
24

 

 

2. How people used Social Media  

 

(1) Facts about Social Networking in Japan 

 

Before I move on to talk about the creative ways people used social media during and after 

the disaster, I would like to provide some basic facts about social networking in Japan. 

 

Japan is one of the few countries where there are more Twitter users than Facebook.
25

 

The penetration of Twitter is 16.8 % in Japan, which ranks 5
th

 out of 41 countries, 

according to a study done by comScore in June 2010.
26

  By way of comparison the, U.S.’s 

penetration is 11.9 % which ranks 11
th

.
27

 

 

On the other hand, Facebook has a saturation of only 2.48% among the entire Japanese 

population, which makes Japan 161
th

 out of 213 countries.
28

  Facebook is used by only 

3.18% of the online population in Japan.
29 In the U.S., Facebook saturation is 49.89% 

among the entire population, in contrast, which make the US the 15
th

 most 

Facebook-friendly country.
30

  The penetration of the online population is 64.69%.
31

 By 

the way, if you compare the users by country, the U.S. ranks at the top and Japan ranks 

40
th

.
32

 

 

                                                   
24

 

http://moneywatch.bnet.com/saving-money/blog/so-money/after-japan-earthquake-phone-companies-off

er-free-calls/1578/ 
25

 http://www.allfacebook.com/japan-apparently-prefers-twitter-over-facebook-2010-11 
26

 

http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2010/8/Indonesia_Brazil_and_Venezuela_Lead

_Global_Surge_in_Twitter_Usage 
27

 Id. 
28

 http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/?orderBy=penetration&interval=last-6-months 
29

 http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/japan 
30

 Supra note 28. 
31

 http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/united-states 
32
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One of the reasons that Facebook use has not become widespread in Japan is that there was 

already several popular social networking services: “mixi”
 33

 like Facebook, “mobage 

town”
34

 and “gree”
35

 sites with lots of games and “ameba”
36

, a predominantly blogging 

site in Japan.
37

 

 

Mixi is the dominant social networking site.  Japanese people are very sensitive to privacy, 

so they use mixi where they can use their pseudonym instead of their real name.  

Facebook users tend to use their real names by convention and many users actually use 

their own likeness as a profile photo.  In Japan, many people feel uncomfortable using real 

names and posting a profile picture.  I have many friends on Facebook, but my few friends 

who don’t upload their profile pictures are all Japanese.  Many people won’t post pictures 

of their friends, either, or tag friends, perhaps out of an irrational fear of infringement of the 

comprehensive personal data protection law.  Japanese people worry about their personal 

data being leaked and their identities being stolen.  Although many Japanese celebrities 

and politicians tweet under their real names, many ordinary Japanese people use 

pseudonyms even on Twitter.  Mixi users feel safe because they can see who has viewed 

their profile using the “footprint” function.  Mixi users can also join communities where 

they can gather information while maintaining their anonymity.
38

 Also, Japanese people 

tend to post pictures to Mixi over cell phones, and they don’t even have to be smartphones. 

However, I’ve noticed that more of my friends started using Facebook after the Japanese 

release of movie “The Social Network” last January. 

 

(2) How Social Media was used 

 

So how did people use social media during natural disasters and their aftermath? 

 

People used Facebook and Twitter to find their family and friends.  Because I am on 

facebook with my real name, I was able to be in touch with many old friends from outside 

of Japan who searched for me on Facebook to see if I was alright after the earthquake.  If 

                                                   
33

 http://mixi.jp/ 
34

 http://yahoo-mbga.jp/ 
35

 http://gree.jp/ 
36

 http://www.ameba.jp/ 
37

 http://www.slideshare.net/yaromir/japan-mobile-sns-study-2010 
38

 http://windmillnetworking.com/2010/01/19/facebook-in-japan-will-it-blend/ 
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it had been Mixi where people usually use a pseudonym, it would have been difficult to 

find a friend with whom you hadn’t been in touch for a long time. 

 

In Tokyo, people used Twitter to exchange useful information.  When train service was 

interrupted, people posted information about which trains were moving.  They posted 

information about where you could buy disposable bottles of water, some useful info about 

the disaster, and so forth.  Actually many government ministries,
39

 organizations such as 

broadcasting companies and the press started providing useful information through Twitter.  

I saw people helping each other by providing information on Twitter. 

 

In my personal experience, after the earthquake, I saw many Japanese people using “Pray 

for Japan” pin badges
40

 on their Facebook profile pictures.  I’ve never seen Japanese 

people being so patriotic! 

 

I saw many friends actually started exchanging information through Facebook.  I saw that 

the U.S. media was exaggerating too much and that there was little information coming out 

of Japan.  Japanese people outside of Japan was posting press articles and Japanese people 

inside Japan was also posting their press articles.  And there were discrepancies.  For 

example, Japan set the nuclear radiation evacuation zone to a radius of 30 km, whereas the 

U.S. warned U.S. citizens in Japan to evacuate beyond a radius of 80 km.  By looking at 

all the information from various sources, I think I was able to weigh and consider the truth.  

Also I think Facebook postings, Tweets and YouTube videos helped people to stay calm and 

not panic. 

 

After the nuclear crisis, foreigners started to evacuate, even from the un-affected Western 

region of Japan.  There was a kind of a panic among foreigners.  I saw a famous 

American TV personality in Japan actually calling out “Stop the hysteria” through 

YouTube- “A Message from Japan- Please STOP the hysteria”.
41

 

 

To summarize, Social Media: 

                                                   
39

 Disaster Relief Information Portal Tasukeai Japan: http://tasukeaijapan.jp/ 
40

 http://www.picbadges.com/pray-for-japan-10/1319047/ 
41

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tH7JYAphuTE 
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・Confirmed the safety of families and friends 

・Provided an outlet for unrestricted posting of useful information about disasters 

・Encouraged patriotism and reduced panic 

 

There is an interesting piece of data from IMJ Mobile that shows how the subscribers used 

Twitter and Facebook during the earthquake.
42

  It turns out that subscribers used Twitter as 

a means of collecting information and Facebook as a means of ascertaining the safety of 

family and friends. 

 

Specifically, within 72 hours of the earthquake, the functions of Twitter usage were 

tabulated, from the top, “Collecting information” (83.5%), “ Sharing information” (47.5%) 

and “Confirming the situation of friends and acquaintances” (39.1%).
43

  As for Facebook, 

“Confirming the situation of friends and acquaintances” (56.0%) became the top goal of 

Facebook users, followed by “Collecting information” (46.8%), “Sharing information” 

(38.3%).
44

 

 

Many people actually felt that access to Twitter and Facebook was critical in the event of an 

earthquake, with the two outlets garnering 78.5% and 62.1% of the vote, respectively.
45

  

When the users who started using Twitter and Facebook after the earthquake were asked if 

they would like to continue using the social media, 91.0% said yes to Twitter and 86.3% 

said yes to Facebook,
46

 which shows a relatively high satisfaction rate and; we can expect 

an increase in users in the future. 

 

Another interesting phenomenon emerged after the earthquake.  A junior high school 

student in Hiroshima, which is in the Western part of Japan which was not affected by the 

earthquake at all, started streaming NHK’s televised broadcast through UStream.
47

  

UStream is a video-sharing service launched in March 2007 that provides platforms for live 

video-streaming.
48

  Besides UStream, other video streams included NICO NICO 

                                                   
42

 http://www.imjp.co.jp/FileUpload/files/documents/release/2011/imjm20110404_2.pdf 
43

 Id. 
44

 Id. 
45

 Id. 
46

 Id. 
47

 http://miyagikenjishin.seesaa.net/article/190240055.html 
48

 http://www.ustream.tv/ 
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DOUGA.
49

   

 

By the way, NHK is a public broadcasting agency in Japan and it’s much like PBS in the 

U.S. or the BBC in the U.K.  Whenever there is an earthquake, even a small one, NHK 

always transmits broadcast about the earthquake immediately.  It has a reputation as the 

most reliable platform in Japan for dissemination of such news, and people would turn on 

NHK after minor tremors to see where the epicenter was and what magnitude was 

registered in certain areas. 

 

So this boy started streaming NHK’s live TV program on the earthquake and tsunami, but 

under the current law, the boy’s parents could have been charged with copyright violations.   

However, NHK knew about it and turned a blind eye to the streaming for a period of time.  

For many people, this live-streaming from this junior high school boy in Hiroshima was 

very helpful.  For people who couldn’t see TV because of the blackout, people could see 

the Ustream from their battery-charged PC.  And since it was Friday afternoon, many 

people were outside their homes and didn’t have access to TV, although some people can 

actually watch TV from their cell phones.  So it was helpful that the boy did this, although 

it was illegal from a copyright standpoint. 

 

After a day, NHK decided to start streaming the live broadcast on UStream themselves.  

They announced the stream using Twitter and the person who made the decision at NHK 

said that he would bear in all the responsibility for the decision.
50

  Many other 

broadcasters followed suit, streaming the live broadcast on the disasters for about two 

weeks.  For Japanese people who were outside of Japan, it was very helpful too.  I found 

out about the Utream feed of the NHK live broadcast from my friend’s posting on 

Facebook.  I got to watch NHK live through UStream for free from New Haven. I noticed 

an interesting phenomenon.  There was a column on the right of the UStream screen 

where people tweeted using their pseudonyms as they were watching the broadcast on 

UStream.  For the first few days, there were so many tweets that it was just hard to follow 

them all.  New tweets constantly appeared one after another.  Some were criticizing the 

ambiguity of the government or the attitude of the nuclear power plant company; some 

                                                   
49

 http://www.nicovideo.jp/ 
50

 http://webronza.asahi.com/bloggers/2011031400006.html 
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were praising the 50 heroes who were confronting the nuclear dangers directly; others were 

saying “Let’s go! Go for it!” when the Japanese Self-Defense Forces tried to water-cannon 

the nuclear power plant.  They were discussing the problem and there was a sense of unity 

among the viewers.  Sometimes, the spam tweeters would appear saying something totally 

irrelevant to the earthquake or saying “click this” trying to lead the clicker to another site 

but these spammers were immediately taken down by the viewers.  Viewers would start 

saying “I think Mr. A is a spammer” and then block posts from the spammer.  It was 

incredible to see how fast these spammers were excluded from the public sphere of Twitter!  

NHK and other broadcasters stopped streaming on March 25.
51

 

 

3. Some Possible Regulatory Changes and Technical Innovations 

 

Lastly, I would like to consider regulatory changes and technical innovations that might 

foster more effective implementation of IT or social media during future times of crisis. 

 

Shall we increase public phones that work during disasters? 

Few people use public phones these days because of the spread of cell phones.  It is said 

that NTT, which owns the public phones, is operating under a huge deficit just to maintain 

the public phones. 

 

Shall we install more cell towers? 

That would be costly and moreover, we don’t have much space. 

 

Shall the TV broadcast be transmitted over the internet at the same time? 

As for the TV broadcast, we’ve seen an emergency live stream on the internet like UStream 

for a few weeks, but NHK is not transmitting their TV broadcast simultaneously on the 

internet right now.  This is because of copyright issues.  NHK claimed they stopped the 

streaming through UStream because there would be more programs that haven’t acquired 

copyright permission on the internet.
52

 Under the current Japanese Copyright Law, 

transmission acts are distinguished by technological method. So you would need a separate 

permission to broadcast a TV program on the internet.  Also, in practice, it is usually the 

                                                   
51
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case that the copyright owners just give their permission for broadcasting on TV.  In 

Copyright Law, you have to get permission from all the copyright owners, copyright of the 

author, music, performers etc.  When NHK was streaming their TV broadcast live on the 

internet, it was likely that not many copyrights were involved as they were only 

transmitting news content related to the disasters, a copyright which NHK holds.  I think 

the Copyright Law should be amended in a way that would make it easier to broadcast 

simultaneously on the internet.  Such a copyright law would meet the needs of this Digital 

Age.  I believe there needs to be a drastic amendment to Copyright Law.  One proposal 

for amendment might be that as long as you can get the “copyright consent or permission” 

from the copyright owner, then you can use it at any platform, regardless of media. 

In Europe, there have been discussions as to the types of licenses that management entities 

obtain, including the problems of streams crossing international borders with a license from 

only one country, and how to develop competition policies. 

 

How about from the standpoint of Broadcasting Law?  

Although it is possible to do internet broadcasting under the current Broadcasting Law in 

Japan, this privilege has been derived from inference.  It is not explicitly made clear in the 

text of the law.  Therefore, the ability to implement internet broadcasting is dependent 

upon the acquiescence of the commercial sector.  Unfortunately, many private commercial 

broadcasters show resistance when NHK tries to implement internet broadcasting saying it 

does not fall in the scope of NHK service.  (NHK’s President showed a willingness to 

consider simultaneous net streaming as a public broadcasting in the age of digital 

convergence between telecommunications and broadcasting.
53

  However, commercial 

broadcasters are reluctant as net streaming would require substantial investments for 

maintaining streaming servers and consents from performers, as well as the difficulties of 

dealing with copyrights.
54

)  

 

There is also a problem with subscription fees.  NHK is funded by subscription fees and 

all viewers who have a television that can receive NHK broadcasts are required to have a 

contract with NHK and pay the fees which are about $30 (2,790 yen) per two months.
55
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If NHK were to do internet broadcasting, we have to think about the fee subscription 

problem.  Does NHK need to collect a subscription fee for internet broadcasting or should 

NHK support the enterprise by selling advertisement space?  Or shall NHK collect 

subscription fee from tax when people buy a PC?  Each of these options would meet 

substantial resistance from the private sector. 

  

As for the radio, on March 9, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications which is 

like the FCC in this country, and which grants licenses to broadcasters gave official 

permission for NHK to transmit its radio broadcasts over the internet simultaneously as 

they broadcasted through conventional channels.
56

 The private broadcasters have already 

started their radio service via internet (called Radiko
57

) but NHK has not been allowed to 

do simultaneous radio broadcasting on the internet under the Broadcasting Law. Because of 

skyscrapers and high-rise apartments, it is now becoming difficult to receive radio 

broadcasts, so NHK now has applied to the ministry and obtained official permission 

allowing them to transmit their radio broadcasts on the internet beginning in October.
58

 

People will be able to listen to the radio through the internet using PCs . 

So without amending the Broadcasting Law, the ministry has the authority to grant official 

permission for NHK to do internet broadcasting but they haven’t done so.  I suspect the 

reason is the strong resistance from commercial broadcasters. 

 

Basic Resident Register Network 

In Japan, municipalities hold basic information about residents under the Residential Basic 

Book Act.  In this Act, the usage of an individual ID is limited and can prevent the 

governor from handing the individual’s identity information to families.  The “Law for the 

Protection of Personal Information Held by Administrative Organs” stipulates that if 

handing over the information benefits the person apparently, then the data can be 

transferred to the third person, but according to a Supreme Court decision, the Residential 

Basic Book Act overrides the “Law for the Protection of Personal Information Held by 

Administrative Organs”.
59

 

                                                                                                                                                           
http://pid.nhk.or.jp/jushinryo/multilingual/english/index.html#link02 

56
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Now the technical solution. 

 

One internet technology that can serve as an effective tool in advance of a crisis is a cell 

phone that alerts people when an earthquake or tsunami is imminent, like the NTT’s “Area 

Mail Disaster Information Service.”
60

  Cell phone subscribers will receive alarms or 

e-mails by cell phones when the earthquake, tsunami or other disaster is coming.  NTT 

provides this service with no monthly charges or communication charges. The government 

also used this tool to send an e-mail to 24,200,000 in 9 prefectures who are subscribers of 

NTT DOCOMO, asking for their cooperation for scheduled blackouts and electricity 

savings via NTT’s Area Mail.
61

  It was the first time that government used this method of 

e-mails by cell phones to reach out to the citizens.
62

  But the service is still limited to 

certain cell phone types and areas, about 50 municipalities so this needs to expand much 

more in order to be effective.  By the way, a company called “weathernews” now provides 

a “smart message” function that alerts the subscribers to information and warnings about 

tsunamis, thunderbolts, earthquakes and rain on iPhones and Android.
63

  

 

Also, for people who were buried underneath the debris, it was impossible to call for help 

as cell phones either did not work or the batteries ran out.  The cell phones batteries 

should be more ameliorated. 

 

IC (integrated circuit) chip can be of help in such disaster.  If people have this IC chip 

attached to their clothes all the time, it will be easier to track where they are in times of 

disaster, but this would again pose privacy concerns. 

 

Another technical or political solution may be to make a “Facebook for Disasters” page.  

This is just my idea but, for example, a platform could be invented whereby people would 

register their real names and photos.  The page would be activated centrally immediately 

after the disaster.  It would be more effective if everyone in the country was to be 

registered in this way, but in Japan, we cannot have opt-out systems but have an “opt-in” 
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systems on account of the comprehensive personal data protection law.  There has been a 

long history of resistance towards having social security numbers, so it might be difficult 

for the government to do that.
64

 

 

Actually, Facebook is becoming a central tool for the American Red Cross to inform people 

about their disaster relief efforts. This trend is particularly increasing after the earthquakes 

in Haiti and Chile. 

 

Lastly, I would like to introduce some of the survey results from the Red Cross about 

people’s use of social media sites in emergency situations.  This was an Online Survey of 

1,058 respondents, representative of the US population aged 18 and older, conducted last 

July.
65

  If someone they knew needed help, 44 percent would ask other people to help 

them reach a response agency through a social network like Facebook and Twitter, 35 

percent would post a request for help on a response agency’s Facebook page and 28 percent 

would send a direct message via Twitter to response agency.
66

 Also, of those who would 

use social media channels in an emergency to let family and friends know their safety, the 

majority responded they would use Facebook.
67

 

So as you can see, social media is becoming an important tool for emergency management.  

 

Most importantly, no matter what, everyone should be aware of how each communication 

method works, and have several channels of communication at the ready in the case of any 

disaster. 

 

I would like to hear your thoughts on what kind of technical or legal solutions can be made 

so let me conclude my comments here. 

  

Thank you for your attention. 
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